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After Jesus had washed their feet, had put on his robe, and had returned to the table, he 
said to them, “Do you know what I have done to you?” 

John 13:12 from John’s account of the Last Supper, which happened one Thursday 

 

 Whatever else happened on the table the night Jesus instituted Holy Communion with  
Passover leftovers, someone had to light the oil lamps. Their meal was served after sunset, 
candles had not yet been invented. According to Jewish law (Wikipedia), the lamps for any 
seder meal must be lit a few minutes before sunset to avoid working on Sabbath. There had to 
be lit lamps at the Last Supper.  

 As a Boomer, I grew up in an age and place where our mothers all aspired to have both 
a kitchen table and a dining room table. My mom and her friends always tried to have a nice 
centerpiece on their dining room table if they were blessed to have both.  

The dining table I wished we had belonged to Delores, an excellent homemaker. Her 
centerpiece was made of copper with two candle holders holding unburned white tapers and a 
basket that held very realistic wax fruit, carefully arranged to cover the tooth marks of one 
hungry, climbing toddler—me. I have no memories of those candles ever being lit or of eating 
real food at that table. Mom and Delores always shared coffee at her kitchen table with its view 
of their backyard where we played while they talked. The kitchen table had a centerpiece too, 
but it was smaller, more practical, and always included the Tupperware salt and pepper shaker 
set. A candle was optional but common during thunderstorm season and dandelion bouquets 
were often featured. I ate at her kitchen table a lot because Delores was my babysitter while 
Mom did her work as a nurse. This also explains how I was motivated to climb up and bite the 
wax fruit. 

What is your memory of candles on a dining room table?  

This week and last, my contributions to our DCE have been about light. The theme 
has encouraged us to think about using light at home as  a spiritual practice—turning on a 
special lamp as part of worship with either the podcast or mailed bulletin & sermon, turning a 
small lamp on just before sunset as a reminder of Christ as the light of the world in this dark 
time. As spiritual practices, both of those acts bring our sanctuary worship home.  



But the candles and flowers on our sanctuary communion table are supposed to help 
bring your home to our sanctuary. You may have noticed that I said “communion table” not 
“altar” spelled with two a’s. An “altar” with two a’s is a rock or table where a life is given in 
ritual worship for the redemption of sin. Making a sacrifice at an altar is not an idea specific to 
Judeo-Christian tradition. “Alter” spelled with both an a and an e is a verb that means to 
change something from what it was into something else. 

When Christ instituted Holy Communion at a dining table, he altered the meaning of 
Passover. His cross took the place of lamb’s blood smeared over the lintels of the exterior 
doors of Jewish homes in Egypt. Now, both cross and door frame are peculiar altars in 
redemption history. (Exodus 12) In their purest form, our Christian communion tables remind 
us of the dining table where Jesus first took bread and said, “This is my body broken for you 
and for many for the forgiveness of sins.” His sacrificial death on the cross makes the central 
cross in any Christian sanctuary our altar. (I understand some people disagree with me, but this 
is my area of academic expertise and I am as much of an expert on sacred space as Drs. 
Antony Faucci and Michael Osterholm are on communicable diseases.) 

As we are currently upgrading our well-worn chancel furniture, our new communion 
table, a gift in memory of Lynn Gunderson,  is both the same size as the one that preceded it 
and is constructed specifically to remind us of a dining room table. Two candles and a bouquet 
of flowers—real when possible, silk when sensible—will help us link our worship with our 
dining.  

Our new communion table is not a replica of the table where Jesus first broke bread 
and blessed the cup. Jesus and the disciples dined as floor reclining people, not people who sat 
upright on straight backed chairs as they ate. Biblical archeologists describe their table as close 
to square, sort of a “knights of the round table” with corners. Individual place settings did not 
exist. If you read John’s gospel for dining details of the Last Supper, Jesus and Judas are 
sharing the same dish for eating. There were probably no forks; according to archeologists, 
forks were not invented until the 4th century. So as a Passover meal, Jesus and the disciples 
would have been eating roast lamb and unleavened bread with their fingers. They had some 
sort of oil burning lamps to help them see as they ate this special meal after sunset. 

Recreating such a table would have little or no meaning to either us or our guests in 
worship. The sacrament of Holy Communion is our Christian meal of identity renewal. As the 
Apostle Paul wrote to the Corinthian Christians, “For as often as you eat this bread and drink 
this cup, you proclaim the Lord’s death until he comes.” (1 Corinthians 11:26) But a 
communion table that reminds us of our own dining table does affirm our identity. A 
centerpiece connection is subtle, enriching, and formative.  



When linking the stories of Christ instituting the sacrament of Holy Communion with 
the other New Testament stories of sharing a meal, the common connection always resides in 
the power of a shared meal. Biblical dining is always mindful. There is no background music, 
no television droning, no texting between bites. Biblical dining is being fully present with Christ 
and our companions—a word from Old French meaning “those who eat bread together.”    

Which brings us back our own dining tables, the ones we use now, and the ones we 
once knew well as places we continue to share with Christ.  

When John and I gave up an unused formal dining room for a much-needed home 
office in 1990’s, we chose to buy big table (seats 6 at its smallest and up to 12 with leaves) that 
demands a hanging light for all our family meals. When we moved to Hudson, we chose a 
Menard’s five-light hanging fixture meant to resemble a wrought iron candelabra. Each lamp 
appears to be a glass cylinder sheltering a flame from the wind while the glow really comes 
from an LED light on a dimmer switch. Our standard summer centerpiece a big bouquet of 
silk peonies so I can enjoy peonies all summer long. Soon the silk peonies will be put away. A 
fall pillar candle in a wire cat candle holder will come off the shelf and get a new battery so it 
will switch on by timer just before sunset even if no one is home to do it. Delores influence of  
perfect wax fruit in her centerpiece is still with me at my table. For me, fake done well is a good 
thing. On the first Sunday in Advent, our home advent wreath with flame burning, wax 
melting candles will take center place. Someday in senior housing I will probably buy it battery 
powered tapers rather than give up that Advent wreath with all its sacred memories.    

 My homemaking practices began decades before my academic research did. But as the 
theological research pointed to the important connection with our Christ’s communion table 
in the sanctuary and our home dining tables, those centerpieces Mom and her friends 
cherished became another spiritual practice. Now our three children all have their own tables 
with their own centerpieces. John and I still eat the table where our children once ate daily. 
Even lunch for one is never eaten alone when I am mindful that I sit at that table with Christ 
surrounded by my own “communion of saints.” (The Apostle’s Creed)  

 As you set your table for your next meal, what will be your centerpiece? Will it all be as 
real to you as wax fruit in a wire basket is to me? Will it be as real as bread and wine are as a 
reminder of Jesus’ body and blood? Will you allow something thoughtful to remind you of 
dining with others in the whole of your life? What symbols will be with you on your dining 
table tonight as you pray and invite Christ to be present at your table?  

 Bon Appetit!  

 Rev. Dawn 


